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Education is the most 

powerful weapon which 

you can use to change the 

world
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ABSTRACT 

Socratescoin is the the currency of the knowledge industry.  Based on a Ethereum blockchain 

open source platform,  Socratescoin provides a transparent and secured distributed ledger 

data infrastructure.  It is the currency of choice for Nauka World.  

Nauka World is the virtual reality enabled global education platform together with a Science to 

Industry ecosystem.   

Nauka World  provides the world’s leading scientific education enabling a lifelong creation of 

deep learning and knowledge transference.   

We are pleased to announce a rich platform of digital currency, scientific breakthrough, Virtual 

Reality education technologies and job creation capabilities for the next century of leadership.   

This white paper introduces several capabilities that are most easily conceived as our Minimal 

Viable Products into this new world of leadership. 
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INTRODUCTION BLOCKCHAIN, CRYPTO 
CURRENCY AND VIRTUAL REALITY COMBINED 
FORMS THE 3D INTERNET 

While the internet has transformed every industry in the world from banking to 

manufacturing, transportation, leisure, real estate, entertainment and education. A newer 

version of the internet is emerging that combines blockchain, Crypto Currency and Virtual 

Reality. This new internet will be known as the 3D internet or internet 3D. 

Blockchain is a secure distributed ledger technology that provides security, reduces traditional 

information silos, transactional latency and redundant data repositories. Crypto Currencies 

are built on blockchain technologies and revolutionizing financial markets. 

Virtual Reality technology has been maturing for some time and reached the point of 

promising ubiquity. This will transform education because VR enables sensory immersion with 

the human mind. The resulting stimulation and knowledge transference enables deep learning 

unlike anything previously available. Today Google, Facebook and other Meg-brands are 

collectively spending billions on VR technology. 

Thus today’s internet is poised to become the greatest classroom in the World -The 3D 

internet. Together the internet, blockchain and virtual reality, funded by crypto currency, 

represent a powerful platform to create a global university. A global university fit for purpose 

for the 21 st century, the 3D internet world, not the industrial age.  
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INTRODUCING SOCRATESCOIN –  
THE COIN OF THE KNOWLEDGE INDUSTRY 

Socratescoin has acquired patent and intellectual property rights of a unique portfolio of 

science originally developed by the International Space Station Russian Module – Nauka. 

These rights have subsequently been extended to include Nobel scientists, universities, 

institutions and private sector research labs around the world. 

Scoratescoin has also acquired the rights for the associated scientific inventions to turn into 

the new technologies of tomorrow. One criteria of which science NAUKA accepts is does it 

solve a big enough problem for a large amount of people in order for it to be capable of 

becoming a $1Billion company? 

Socratescoin will use a presale ICO to finance the introduction of its science portfolio as 

curriculum through Nauka University. Nauka World will house the global VR enabled Nauka 

University with campuses in sites of historical importance around the world. Nauka World will 

be a global community of faculty, students, campuses and curriculum. The students will be of all 

ages, cultures, locations, gender and a wide range of traditional educational qualifications. 

Nauka University will unite science, thought leadership around the world transforming science 

and commercialization through education. 

Scoratescoin will faciliate investment and participation in an educational revolution that 

combines advanced science, the internet 3.0 capabilities and an exponentially changing world 

directly affecting what and how we learn. The transference of knowledge and intellectual 

property through sensory and educational immersion will be unlike anything currently known 

to mankind. The first novel describing virtual reality (VR), Orinoflow was written in the sixties 

by the Italia science fiction writer Lino Aldani. A little more than twenty five years later, Neal 

Stephenson’s science fiction novel Snow Crash presented the concept of a metaverse - a 

collective virtual shared space.  The 3D internet provides the capability to experience an 

Avatar populated environment where coaching, teaching, socializing can interact with 

shopping, learning, entertainment and commerce. Currency transactions which are 

increasingly e-commerce transactions are facilitated through blockchain enabled crypto 

currencies. The collective maturation of the internet, virtual reality, blockchain and 

cryptocurrencies offer a unique opportunity to focus on 

education and science.  

Socratescoin is designed to propel transformational science into the minds of modern world. 
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Socratescoin is the coin of knowledge. 

Standing in the future you could say 

if only I had known. 

 

NAUKA - YOU NOW, KNOW. 
PLATFORM BASIC IDEAS 

We have selected a ready for market VR enabled platform which shares infrastructure designs, 

leverages their investment in technology. This provides for rapid implementation at reduced 

costs. While serious challenges have been overcome in the delivery of this infrastructure, we 

can now utilize this investment and the problems they solved to focus on our vision, today. We 

can deliver advanced educational content for a deep learning experience in a game changing 

fashion. 

The Socratescoin enabled Nauka World can create and launch any type of VR education 

project without a significant capital investment and in a reduced time-to- market. While others 

are interested in gaming, online stores or social networks, to name a few examples, we are 

focusing our team of professionals and developers on science, world changing content and the 

growth and engagement with a special group of like mined people. A community. Socratescoin 

and Nauka World have strategically leveraged an investment of 2.5 years and $5 million of 

another company’s personal funds into VR technology research, the making of prototypes and 

getting feedback from businesses. We can now be capable of coming to market in the quickest 

and cheapest way possible. This will enable the Socratescoin powered Nauka World to show its 

capabilities to not only change how people learn but to change lives, in record time. With 

Socratescoin backed Nauka World learning as the platform of choice, there is no need to 

download any client or program; no need for expensive VR-gadgets and powerful computers - 

just your ordinary device and a browser of your choice.  

Don’t say you didn’t know! 
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CRYPTOCURRENCY 

SOCRATES COIN / SAPIS - The payment method for the United 
World University – NAUKA UNIVERSITY 
SOCRATES COIN tokens will be issued on the Ethereum network and will be freely traded on 

the open market. Ethereum is an open-source project which allows creation of smartcontracts 

and provides users with a secure and fast transaction system. 

CRYPTOCURRENCY 
A cryptocurrency (or crypto currency) is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of 

exchange using cryptography to secure the transactions and to control the creation of 

additional units of the currency. Cryptocurrencies are a subset of alternative currencies, or 

specifically of digital currencies. Bitcoin became the first decentralized cryptocurrency in 

2009. Since then, numerous cryptocurrencies have been created. These are frequently called 

altcoins, as a blend of bitcoin alternative. Bitcoin and its derivatives use decentralized control 

as opposed to centralized electronic money/centralized banking systems. The decentralized 

control is related to the use of bitcoin's blockchain transaction database in the role of a 

distributed ledger.  

(cryptocurrency, Wikipedia  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptocurrency) 

BLOCKCHAIN 
A blockchain – originally block chain – is a distributed database that is used to maintain a 

continuously growing list of records, called blocks. Each block contains a timestamp and a link 

to a previous block. A blockchain is typically managed by a peer-to-peer network collectively 

adhering to a protocol for validating new blocks. By design, blockchains are inherently 

resistant to modification of the data. Once recorded, the data in any given block cannot be 

altered retroactively without the alteration of all subsequent blocks and the collusion of the 

network. Functionally, a blockchain can serve as an open, distributed ledger that can record 

transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way. The ledger 

itself can also be programmed to trigger transactions automatically. blockchains are secure by 

design and are an example of a distributed computing system with high Byzantine fault 

tolerance. Decentralized consensus has therefore been achieved with a blockchain. This makes 

blockchains potentially suitable for there recording of events, medical records, and other 
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records management activities, identity management, transaction processing, and 

documenting provenance. 

 

ETHEREUM NETWORK 
Ethereum is a decentralized platform that runs smart contracts: applications that run exactly 

as programmed without any possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud or third party 

interference. These apps run on a custom built blockchain, an enormously powerful shared 

global infrastructure that can move value around and represent the ownership of property. 

This enables developers to create markets, store registries of debts or promises, move funds in 

accordance with instructions given long in the past (like a will or a futures contract) and many 

other things that have not been invented yet, all without a middleman or counterparty risk. 

The project was bootstrapped via an ether pre-sale during August 2014 by fans all around the 

world. It is developed by the Ethereum Foundation, a Swiss non-profit, with contributions from 

great minds across the globe.  

(Ethereum  https://www.ethereum.org/ ) 
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ISSUANCE OF TOKENS 
Socratescoin tokens will be issued on the Ethereum protocol. Most crypto currencies 

constantly create new units in a process called mining. Since this process is very expensive, 

majority of the people running this operation constantly sell newly created coins to cover their 

expenses. This creates downward pressure on the price and new money has to flow into the 

market just to keep the price at the same level. We put this process in reverse. Socratescoin 

tokens are already issued on the 11.11.2017 at 11:11. To support this fast growing ecosystem 

of various crypto currencies and digital assets, the crypto economy needs a professional and 

large provider of liquidity across all crypto related markets. This will lead to a faster and more 

stable growth of the entire crypto economy. 

Socratescoin will provide high grade liquidity for 

blockchain based project Nauka World. 

Trading of tokens SAPIS limited will promote and 

add Socratescoin tokens to as many marketplaces 

as possible. This process will start as soon as  

presale has ended. 
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SOCRATESCOIN ALLOCATION 

 

Sapis Token 
SAPIS is an ERC20 standard token that will be issued on the Ethereum blockchain. The SAPIS 

token will be used for all transactions across the NAUKA platform. Our goal is to enable as 

many economic interactions as possible. NAUKA is modelled on the real world universities. 
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TOKEN SALE 

Schedule 
Participants understand and accept that they can send an amount of ETH or BTC equal to not 

less than 10 USD according to the cost of ETH to the date of the beginning of the SAPIS Token 

Sale into a smart contract system on Ethereum and receive an amount of SAPIS Tokens in 

exchange. The investment can also be made in Fiat currencies. 

Fundraising Schedule 
The open token presale will start on January 11, 2018 and will last until February 11, 2018. 

The Token sale will begin on February 11, 2018 and will last until April 11, 2018. Contributions 

are accepted in ETH, BTC, Fiat currencies. 

TOKEN PRESALE DETAILS 
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PRE-SALE 3 PHASE PERIOD 

 

Bonus Price Start	Date End	Date
30% $ 0,70 Jan. 11 2018 Jan. 21 2018

25% $ 0,80 Jan. 21 2018 Feb. 2 2018

20% $ 0,90 Feb. 2 2018 Feb. 11 2018
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SOCRATESCOIN / SAPIS  

THE PAYMENT METHOD FOR THE UNITED WORLD 

UNIVERSITY NAUKA 

NAUKA WORLD 
 

NAUKA WORLD the foundation of everything - Thinking. Knowing. Living in the happiest 

Place of Earth. Big answers to big questions, The science and art of genius, Education Inventing 

a life worth living, from chaos into order. 

A life of science. The science of life. 

Play is the highest form of research. 

Albert Einstein 
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Welcome to NAUKA WORLD - a University of Wonder 
and Mystery, Incredible Science and Strange Beauty. 

  
A life of science. The science of life. 

Meet Akuan! Your Avatar guide to NAUKA World. 

NAUKA World is the first and most important partnership investment of Socratescoin. 

NAUKA World is a virtual science university with eminent partners such as Nobel scientists, 

leading science universities and institutions, also UNESCO. The mission of NAUKA World is 

both: to give every human being the opportunity of a dignified life and the life-long learning, to 

build an eco-system of science that will become the new technologies, manufacturers, financial 

capital for every stage of the process from IP – beta test – prototype – manufacture – grow and 

scale.   

NAUKA already has training programmes ready to go plus a project every bit as game changing 

as driverless cars – free energy for the world.  

NAUKA has the potential to become a catalyst for the re-invention of a socio-economic model 

for mankind.  

From your location, with the aid of the ‘new’ science of virtual reality (the forerunner, the 

Sensorama Simulator, applied for a patent 10th January 1961) you can visit a global campus 

both real and virtual, at the same time, any time. The human brain finds it difficult to distinguish 
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between an ‘experience’ in the real world or an ‘experience’ in the immersive virtual world.  The 

virtual reality we are talking about is the one created by  computers  that allows you to 

experience and interact with a 3D world that isn't real.  The experience will typically be split 

between your eyes, creating a stereoscopic 3D effect with stereo sound. Together with the 

technology and the input tracking, it will create an immersive, believable experience, allowing 

you to explore the virtual world being generated by the computer. VR will make you feel like 

you are there mentally and physically.  You turn your head and the world turns with you so the 

illusion created by whatever world you are in is never lost. You'll probably never go into space, 

be taught by the world’s foremost authority in the subject you want to be trained in, play at a 

Wimbledon final or sing onstage with New Direction. But you could do all these things—and 

many more—without even leaving your home. Unlike real reality (the actual world in which we 

live), virtual reality means simulating bits of our world (or completely imaginary worlds) using 

high-performance computers and sensory equipment. Apart from games and entertainment, 

it's long been used for training airline pilots and surgeons and for helping scientists to figure 

out complex problems such as the structure of protein molecules.  This is the main learning 

method of NAUKA.   

NAUKA WORLD  are glad to present our future vision regarding user avatars. They look like 

real people, can communicate with each other and wear real clothes.  People can use their 

avatars to be their tutor or communicate with businesses (e-commerce, offices). Your avatar 

guide AKUAN will be pleased to show you around. Translation not required! With distributed 

campuses at planet Earth’s most significant historical sites, internetworked with VR 

technology, you can attend lectures, demonstrations and share an experience an interactive 

learning environment with global thought leaders, scientists and minds of expanding capacity.   

Unlock the other 80% of your intellect, in real time the mind created by the strength of our 

collective consciousness. 

Everyone is a genius.  

 But if you judge a fish on its ability to climb a tree, 

it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.    

Albert Einstein 
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If you are bored and dissatisfied with ‘life’ lived  as a sound bite or in 140 characters, of likes, 

shares and friends. Know there is more to life than living as a soap opera through a screen. 

If you are frustrated at this exponential world, want something better, know inside you that 

you have something to give, but don’t know how to start, where to go, who to trust, then here 

at NAUKA World you can become the genius that you knew yourself to be. 

Wherever you are located in the world, culture, language, any stage of life changing status, 

NAUKA can be your second home. 

  

You will ‘experience’ learning so it is fun.  The place, your place of life-long, learning. For all your 

life.  Constant reinvention is at your finger-tips For yourself, your relationships, your passions, 

jobs, work and business.  At the source of everything is science.  It is the foundation for life as 

we know it.  

The science of today is the wisdom of tomorrow.    

Edward Teller 

If the meteorite didn’t crash into the state of Yucatan (Mexico) some 66 million years ago then 

we would still be dinosaurs. Since that time it’s been scientists that has shaped our earth. 

Shaped our lives. They are responsible for everything. They are the foundation of everything. 

They are the true heroes of our time.  

It was only about 2.3 million years ago that our very earliest ancestors invented their first 

primitive tool, the split stone, which they used for cutting and scraping. Modern humans first 

appeared about 200,000 years ago. About 50,000 years ago they (or should that be we?) began 

to use language, symbols and more complex tools. As inventions and discoveries added to one 

another, human civilization, technology, and science advanced and evolved. As the centuries, 

decades and years progress so the pace of change increases. In the future, the pace of change 

will accelerate and underpinning all of this are the heroes of yesterday, today and tomorrow – 

the scientists, master practitioners of their art of genius – science. ‘Yesterday’ we had the 

internet which transformed life and communication as we knew it. Today we have blockchain, 

the internet of value, which will revolutionize the entire financial world. 
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) which will transform the world later this century.  Nanotechnology, 

robotics, digital biology, 3D printing and more, much more, will reshape every single aspect of 

our lives. Mankind’s biggest problems will be mankind’s biggest opportunities.  The scale of 

change has been so great, and been with us since we were born, so it is easy to take matters for 

granted.  The following is a small attempt to follow the passage of time, scientific discoveries 

and how this has made our lives what they are today.  These are the proverbial tip of the 

iceberg ..just to have a glimpse into the world we now take for granted 

When kids look up to scientists  

the way they do to great musicians and actors, 

civilization will jump to the next level. 

Brian Greene 

ASTRONOMY  
Isaac Newton 1643 - 1727.  

Profoundly changed our understanding of nature with his law of universal gravitation and his 

laws of motion; invented calculus, the field of mathematics that dominates the physical 

sciences;  generalized the binomial theorem; built the first ever reflecting telescope; showed 

sunlight is  made of all the colours of the rainbow.  

Galileo Galilei 1564 – 1642.  

The father of modern science, Galileo discovered the first moons ever known to orbit another  

planet and that the Milky Way is made of stars. He rationalized how objects are affected by  

gravity, stated the principle of inertia, and proposed the first theory of relativity.  Creating one 

of the first modern telescopes, Galileo revolutionised our understanding of the world, 

successfully proving the Earth revolves around the Sun and not the other way around. His 

work Two New  Sciences laid the groundwork for the science of Kinetics and strength of 

materials. 
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BIOLOGY, HEALTH, MEDICINE 

Charles Darwin 1809 – 1882.  

developed his theory of evolution against a backdrop of disbelief and scepticism. He collected 

evidence over 20 years, and published his conclusions in On the Origin of Species (1859).  

Marie Curie 1867 – 1934.  

Co-discovered the chemical elements radium and polonium; made numerous pioneering  

contributions to the study of radioactive elements; carried out the first research into the  

treatment of tumors with radiation.  

She won the Nobel Prize in both Chemistry and Physics.  

Alexander Fleming 1881 – 1955.  

Discovered that treating wounds and infections with antiseptic agents caused more deaths 

than if no action were taken. Discovered penicillin and predicted the rise of antibiotic resistant 

bacteria.  

 

CHEMISTS  
Michael Faraday 1791 – 1867.  

Discovered electromagnetic induction; devised Faraday’s laws of electrolysis; discovered the 

first experimental link between light and magnetism; carried out the first room-temperature  

liquefaction of a gas; discovered benzene.  

 

Alfred Nobel 1833 – 1896.  

Invented dynamite, the blasting cap, gelignite, and ballistite; grew enormously wealthy  

manufacturing explosives; used his wealth to bequeath annual prizes in science, literature, and  

peace.  

 

Ernest Rutherford 1871 – 1937.  

The father of nuclear chemistry and nuclear physics; discovered and named the atomic 

nucleus,  the proton, the alpha particle, and the beta particle; discovered the concept of 

nuclear half-lives;  achieved the first laboratory transformation of one element into another.  
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GEOLOGISTS  
Luis Alvarez 1911 – 1988.  

The iridium layer, dinosaur death by meteorite impact, and subatomic particle discoveries.  

 

Eratosthenes c. 276 BC – c. 194 BC.  

Accurately calculated Earth’s size 2,500 years ago; founded the science of geography; and  

devised the famous prime number sieve.  

MATHEMATICIANS 
Archimedes c. 287 BC – 212 BC.  

Founded the sciences of mechanics and hydrostatics, calculated pi precisely, devised the law of  

exponents, created new geometrical proofs, invented numerous ingenious mechanical devices,  

and more.  

Nikola Tesla 1856 – 1943. 

Tesla worked on electro-magnetism and AC current. He is credited with many patents from 

electricity to radio transmission, and played a key role in the development of modern 

electricity.  

PHYSICISTS  
Hippocrates 460 BC – c. 370 BC.  

The father of Western medicine: systematized medical treatments, disentangling them from  

religion and superstitions; trained physicians; produced a large body of medical textbooks. The  

famous Hippocratic Oath binds physicians to good ethical practices.  

Albert Einstein 1879 – 1955.  

Einstein’s theories of special & general relativity delivered a remarkable transformation in our  

understanding of light, gravity, and time, while special relativity yielded the most famous 

equation in history, E = mc2. Einstein explained the photoelectric effect, and provided powerful 

evidence  that atoms and molecules actually exist.  
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James Clerk Maxwell 1831 – 1879. 

Maxwell made great strides in understanding electro- magnetism. His research in electricity 

and kinetics laid the foundation for quantum physics. Einstein said of Maxwell, “The work of 

James Clerk Maxwell changed the world forever.”  

ANTIQUITY  
Archimedes c. 287 BC – 212 BC.  

Founded the sciences of mechanics and hydrostatics, calculated pi precisely, devised the law of  

exponents, created new geometrical proofs, invented numerous ingenious mechanical devices,  

and more. 

 

Pythagoras c. 570 BC – 497 BC.  

Believed the universe was constructed using mathematics and everything could be described 

with numbers; established a link between mathematics and music; proved Pythagoras’s 

theorem; discovered irrational numbers; discovered the Platonic Solids.  

 

The science of today  

is the technology of tomorrow.   

Edward Teller  

Today the internet is the internet of communication. 

Soon 20.8 billion devices will be connected to the internet. 

More than 570 new web sites are created every minute. 

There are over 3.5 billion searches per day on google. 

Every minute 24 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube. By 2020 video will account for over 

80% of traffic on the internet.  

50 million tweets are sent every day. 

Facebook has over 2 billion active users. 

Never has data been so important 16 zettabytes of unique new data were created worldwide 

in 2016.   

90% of the world’s data has been created in the last few years. 
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Science plays an intrinsic part in everyone’s lives. 

In everything you do, from the moment you wake 

up to the moment you go to sleep, there’s 

something about what you’re doing that involves 

scientific advances. I don’t think people think 

about that at all.  

In the immediate future there will be 10 million self-driving cars, a world of automated robots, 

nearly 50% of today’s jobs will disappear in the next 25 years,  and we are only just getting 

STARTED! blockchain – the internet of value will be more revolutionary than the internet. 

Quantum computers will enable exponential jumps in computing power Artificial Intelligence 

will out perform humans in many activities I billion people from undeveloped economies are 

joining the www and the labour market  They will spend more of their income on education, 

learning.  

NAUKA World not only thinks about it. NAUKA World takes action on it.  

We are living in exponential times. NAUKA is your guide to  lead you through the confusing 

maze to have a life worth living. The economic status of individuals and countries will greatly 

depend on their levels of education’.  Global Trends 2030 : US national Intelligence Council 

40% of FTSE 250 companies will not exist in 2020. 

NAUKA has the science that underpins technologies not yet invented.  

NAUKA prepares you for jobs that currently don’t exist.  

NAUKA World is also an incubator, accelerator, financier, of taking yesterday’s and todays 

science into tomorrow’s technology. Our Nobel Scientists, Science Universities, Institutions, 

research labs are the providers of tomorrow’s problem solving technologies, which make the 

lives of mankind better whilst. 

Great scientists enrich us all. They enable technologies that ease our lives, but they also show 

us what’s beyond our horizons. Science is revealing worlds far beyond the everyday scale, from 

the subatomic and cellular to the stellar and galactic. Increasingly we can think at these levels 

and trace the connections between them.  
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And of the future?   

It’s better than we think. A lot better.  

NAUKA WORLD – VIRTUAL SCIENCE 
UNIVERSITY  

The information and learning platform. 

The world has changed in the last FEW years more than the preceding 2000 years. However 

the world still teaches the way it has always taught since the industrial revolution. Schools 

teach outdated skills. Four year university courses are redundant before the degree has 

finished! 

The pace of change for the world with the creation and adoption of new technologies 

continues to increase. The world of work is undergoing a similar revolution. NAUKA will 

provide learning opportunities for everyone that wishes to re-invent themselves at whatever 

seniority. 

NAUKA is a platform to work directly with the best scientists, academics, universities and 

many other teaching and training institutions in both the public and private sector. It will also 

be a platform of platforms.  

The Science for Industry Foundation 
The current advisory panel includes Nobel Prize winners, our network of 6,000 scientists, 

internationally acclaimed Universities and breakthrough sciences where we have exclusive 

rights. Each of these sciences solves a big problem and impacts countless lives. There is an 

opportunity to create a pipeline of $ billion companies. 

The Science for Industry Foundation already has the creative answers to the urgent challenges 

of our time – environmentally friendly energy, clean energy, new petrol technology, new petrol 

products (fuel for the 3rd Millennium), high quality water for everyone, nanotechnology such 

as nano medicine, individualized medicine and more. 

Socratescoin will invest in the necessary processes to take IP into manufacturing and then to 

market.  NAUKA will create a dedicated eco system of all those that have much to gain by being 

cooperative and collaborative. Both aspects of NAUKA can be accessed wherever in the world 

you live. Additionally, there will be physical universities in historically significant sites. 
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NAUKA PARTNERS WITH BIG POINT PLAYER 

WE TRAIN WINNERS.      WE DON’T TRAIN PLAYERS.  
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BIG POINT PLAYER 

Big Point Player has decoded the science and art of winning.  

Big Point Player is the world’s first and only, proven, replicable, modular method. 

Big Point Player is NAUKA’s first partnership and investment. 

Big Point Player will be the first series of training programmes on the NAUKA platform 

underpinned by LIVE immersive events around the world.  

Initially focussed on creating a tennis eco system of amateur tennis players and professional 

tennis coaches, Big Point Player will be rolled out to other sports genres and anywhere where 

participants must trust themselves to perform at their most effective at critical moments and 

under the greatest of pressure.  

Repeating the same thing over and over again, 

expecting a different result  

is the first sign of madness.     

Albert Einstein 

It seems crazy that we invest hundreds of hours and hit thousands of tennis balls to learn how 

to play, also invest the time and energy to get fit, yet get no formal training on how to WIN?  

Particularly how to win under pressure. 

We invest all this time, effort and $$ on learning to play, then get towards the end of a tight 

match, external pressure is automatically applied, the ‘game within a game’ automatically kicks 

in and we have little idea how to close out those big points, get over the line, get a big fat ‘W’ by 

our name. Is it any wonder that 70% of competitive amateur tennis players say they play better 

in practice than in matches? The same 70% say they know, they could, should, win more 

matches than they do.  

How frustrating is that? 
And the pattern of siezing defeat from the jaws of victory, repeats, repeats and repeats. Not 

just for years, but decades , perhaps all their life.  
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Until now there is no known cure apart from experiencing the pain of losing narrowly a lot of 

times, figure out what you could have done differently, and if you are lucky, find your own 

personal cure. 

It is highly probable that your local tennis coach can’t help you. You might have a successful 

player that wins lots of ‘tight’ matches and tie breaks, but they can’t describe what they do? 

There are videos and books – but as interesting they are, they don’t help. Even hiring your own 

personal sports psychologist, unless they have a proven track record, work with professional 

athletes are unlikely to help. 

So a bunch of myths that people believe are true have grown up around this topic. 

You can’t short cut experience. (A lie) 

Winners are borne and not made. (A lie) 

You learn more from your losses than your wins. (A lie – you reinforce how to lose) 

You must be talented. (A lie – talent is often a hinderance) 

Apart from denying themselves the pleasure of the ‘winners high’ this inability to perform at 

their best under pressure, cuts to the core of who they think they are, what they think they are 

capable of.  

Anyone can be given a weapon but the tools to get 

the job done are in the mind.     

SAS  

In a recent survey of top 100 ATP players (the ones that have broken through from the world 

class top 500 and started making some money) they attributed 40% of their success to their 

mental and emotional conditioning.  And the further up the rankings they got they more they 

attributed this to their mental and emotional conditioning. Of all the many hours amateurs 

have spent practicing how to hit the ball better and playing matches have they spent 40% of 

those hours training their mental and emotional conditioning? Of course not. Probably unlikely 

to spend 4% of their time training their mind and emotions.  
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Winners and winning leaves clues. How to train to win is 
straightforward, you just need to model proven winners.  
It is reasonably common for the elite in sport to train with, learn from, the elite in the military.  

The military have a proven track record, stretching over decades, of training ‘ordinary’ human 

beings to being extraordinary human beings at the most critical of moments and under the 

greatest of pressures. Live or die. No action replay. 

And the elite have taken that HM Forces training up a few notches.  

But competitive, amateur tennis players (and all sports people) don’t have the privileged 

access, the $$$ nor the available time. 

Now for the first time, there is a proven, replicable, modular, method of training anyone of any 

standard, age and gender, in any location, how to perform at their best, win more matches, 

under pressure.  

Invented by Mark Jeffery a former RMA Sandhurst trained Army officer and Army tennis 

champion in both singles and doubles.  

A life time of curiosity together with three years of intensive research, interviews and testing, 

finally arrived at Big Point Player training and the unique T.R.U.S.T method. 

‘Pressure is only a conversation you have with yourself’   Mark Jeffery  

  

Talk is cheap. The only thing that counts are results 
I have been in this tennis coaching business for 50 years and never seen any tennis book, camp, 

or other resource put together like this.  Big Point Player is revolutionary and a new paradigm 

in tennis training’  Alan Slawson Ohio Tennis Coaches Association Hall of Fame  ‘In eighteen 

months to go from the leader of the 2nd pack in the country, getting knocked out of national 

(age group qualified) tennis tournament in the quarter finals to become national +55 

Champion (singles and doubles). Winner of ITF levels 3 and 2 Championships through to travel 

to Europe for ITF Level 1 ( the highest level of amateur tennis) and getting through to the finals 

of both the singles and the doubles. Captaining and leading my country (Canada) on the world 

stage with the World Team Championships.  I am now focussed on being World Masters 

Champion’ This level of progress after a lifetime of playing tennis does NOT happen in tennis.’      
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Dr Erin Boynton    

‘I am a founder /CEO of a Turkish pharma company, a professional tennis coach and a 

passionate, competitive tennis player. However from being nationally ranked between 1 and 3 

at aged 45, due to two operations, I didn’t win one decent match in ten years. I tried everything.   

I attended the Bol, Croatia Big Point Player 3 day ‘breakthrough’ camp ..and it most certainly 

lived up to its name.  Immediately I started to beat people I hadn’t beaten before and in one 

case reversed a 6-2 6-1 defeat only six weeks previously. Within two months I became Turkey’s 

National + 55 Champion beating two people that I have never, ever beaten.  Difficult to 

comprehend how that happened.  My life on and off court has been turned around.     

Koray Gubutz 

I played and won the National women's doubles title for the 55’s category 2 tournament in 

Naples.  I can credit the 3 day Big Point Player breakthrough training (Tampa) for the victory.       

Margaret Lumia  

I WON THE TOURNY JUST LIKE YOU SUGGESTED!!!!!!  Austin National Champs +55 ITF 

Level 2.  I am fit and technically very competent but a complete baby in terms of training how 

to win particularly under pressure. I am soaking it all up like a sponge.  Have pages and pages of 

notes!   Thanks          

Athena Cajas     

Mark and the Big Point Player T.R.U.S.T method is the coach and method I have worked with 

and were a huge help to me. I spent a lot of money on sports psychologists in the past, and 

didn't see any significant improvement. Within a month of working with Mark I was a finalist in 

both Nationals and Addie Cup doubles. I've been ranked (in my age group) a solid 3 in the 

country this year and 86th in the world for doubles. I honestly don't think I would have been 

able to do that without his help.             

Rachel Maniatis 

Thank you so much for the best experience I have ever had, to meet new people from all 

around the world and to play with them was amazing, I would like to say thank you for helping 

me along the journey it has changed me as a person. I am a lot different than what I was a 

couple of months ago. Transformed from depressed, lacking of confidence person that walked 

away from a national Academy to being happy, totally confident, loving pressure and my tennis. 

Now going to America for a tennis scholarship to a University.   Winner ‘W’  !             
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Elin Anderson aged 17   

I love you, BPP and the T.R.U.S.T method.  Since I've been to big point player training, I have 

played 2 ITF senior events and made the final of one, played an open LTA event and beat 2 

players with better rankings than me, and made the senior final. I have another vets 

final tomorrow. Thanks for all the help and the secret formula for success.     

Alice Kim 

It's no exaggeration to say Big Point Player training has revolutionised how I think about, train, 

play and win matches.   In next to no time I went from a 6.2 standard player, grinding wins 

against 6.2 rated players to now mentally, tactically and execution under pressure I am a 

dominant tennis player, regularly beating 4.2 players who were three levels higher than me!   I 

have gone from Army B player to top Army A player on course to win the Army Indoor Tennis 

Championships.  My rate of improvement has been astonishing to witness for other Army 

tennis management and players.  

It’s not just about tennis! 

The misnomer is that you can’t go onto court, pull a magic switch, and be transformed into a Big 

Point Player.  

First you need to invent (re-invent)yourself OFF court (who you know yourself to be, what you 

know you are capable of)before you get the results ON court.  

As such, and considering the source of this training, it is not surprising, this is a personal 

development and growth training programme using people’s passions as the conduit.  

The T.R.U.S.T method can of course be replicated for other sports, other genres that demand 

people perform at their best under pressure. As importantly the Big Point Player T.R.U.S.T 

method can and must be targeted at those that are economically disadvantaged, to give them 

the best chance of succeeding in the more important game of life.  
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NAUKA SPORTS  

Nauka has partnered with Eonthy Sports and Big Point Player acquire licensing rights to a 

Multi-Sport Social Media integrated App using advanced Analytics and Deep Machine 

Learning to create pleasure, fitness and educational experiences. 
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COIN ASSURITY 

Coin Assurity is a blockchain based SaaS offering that allows a 

unique set of features to support BlockChain investment, Asset 

Protection and market visibility for Crypto Currencies.   

The growth of Crypto Currencies has seen the application of a 

diverse variety of BlockChain implementations that attempt to 

address centralized, decentralized, Proof-of-Work, Proof-of-Asset, 

mining and non-mining derivations.  With this established trend 

where countries, companies, industry groups and goods and service 

providers design and implement applications of BlockChain 

technologies, Coin Assurity will maintain a portfolio of key features that provide for asset 

protection, conveyance of title, guardianship and security that eliminates several challenges 

that hinder CC rollouts.  Coin Assurity implements International standard compliance for 

ownership, registration, guardianship and privatized arm’s length validation of transacting 

parties and secured information.  Standardized around international security, audit and 

mitigation techniques proven in Medical, Financial and Legal compliance models which 

validate and yet protect patient or client credentials that allow auditable management 

features in an incremental graduated approach that will parallel features traditionally found in 

legal, banking, insurance and governmental operations. 
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This white paper section serves identify and explain initial market entry services and propose 

an approach to a broad level of features and security based capabilities that will be patented 

and distributed to a worldwide audience. In short, Coin Assurity proposes a revolutionary 

value proposition that offers stability, wealth protection in an expanding landscape of 

blockchain enabled crypto currencies. 

Background 
Crypto Currencies have grown rapidly through browser based PKI (Public and Private Key) 

technologies that are imbedded in BlockChain Distributed Ledger Architectures.  Each 

emerging Coin has utilized a unique approach that frequently ignore common use case 

behaviours standardizes across international data security standards.  While the inherent BC 

implementations are secure, real world management of high value assets are exposed to loss, 

theft, difficult to manage paradigms.  Coin Assurity addresses the needs of seasoned investor 
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management of an increasingly significant financial asset.  Coin Assurity offers a unique and 

compelling service that we believe will revolutionize, cryptocurrency adoption and 

custodianship. 

The Challenge 
Today’s Crypto Currencies, Wallets, Exchanges and Key Stores present a challenge.   Many 

offer non-recoverable scenarios that expose CCurrency owner to technology failure risks, 

browser based plugin hacker exposures, no transferability, Legacy wealth protection 

administrative features. 

A common risk is the loss of a password and no ability to securely recover such passwords. 

The need to capture 12 unique words to be revealed when attempting owner validation of CC 

transaction.  The use of hardware keystores to retain digital encryption keys. 

   

Coin Assurity Applies Best Practices to 

cryptocurrency Adoption 
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SOCRATES COIN 

 

COIN A$$URITY  
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SMART CONTRACT MODEL FOR TRADITIONAL 
MARKETS 

Smart Contracts that act like 

 COIN ASSURITY…Servicing Socratescoin  

      Key issues to mitigate  

Secure Virtual LockBox Technology 

Storage and API for Protection of encryption keys 

Against loss 

Against theft 

Against destruction 

Trustee Services 

Auditability 

Transference of Ownership 

End of Life 

Security tools 

Password safe 

12 Words Safety 

Automated Recoverability 

Patent 

Fingerprint 

Face Recognition 

2 Party Verification 

Non-disclosure 

Conveyance of Ownership 

Treasury Bills Commodities Markets

Futures Markets Stock Market

Re-Insurance Market Annuities

Property and Casualty Life and Health

Banking E-Commerce
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 Legal Owner/Spouse, 

 Beneficiary, 

 Trustee, 

 Legal Registration, Validation, Compliance SOC, SOC2, PCI, PHI, PII, HIPAA, ISO 

27001 

Buyer mentality – Advanced ML, AI, Analytics, Fraud Detection 

Trader vs Investor 

Early adopters (Survey) 

Other Coins 

Institutions 

MVP – Socrates-Coin Assurity  

Socratescoin is partnering with COIN ASSURITY, the leading independent, secure 

virtual lock-box service that acts as a digital vault to protect Crypto Currency 

assets, provides concierge banking services to address life events, wealth 

management, risk avoidance and transparency. 

Coin Assurity will monitor and provide event alerts as programed 
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COIN ASSURITY - SECURITY POLICY 

Coin Assurity vales your privacy and respect your interest in knowing how information about you is 

collected and used. This policy ("Privacy Policy") describes how Coin Assurity Inc. (“Coin Assurity” or 

“we”) collects, uses and discloses personal and other information we gather through our websites 

(including www.smartsheet.com), our mobile applications, and the Smartsheet work collaboration 

platform (“Platform”). We will refer to these collectively as the “Sites”. This Privacy Policy also 

describes your choices regarding our use of your personal information and how you can access and 

update this information. When we refer to “Services”, we mean the Sites and the services available 

through them. 

The Coin Assurity Privacy Shield Notice (“Privacy Notice”) is contained in the final section of this 

Privacy Policy. 

This Policy explains: 
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1. The Information We Collect 

2. How We Use the Information 

3. How We Share Information 

4. Our Use of Cookies and Other Tracking Technologies 

5. Updates and Access to Personal Information 

6. Closing Your Account; Data Retention 

7. How We Protect Your Information 

8. Marketing Choices 

9. Blogs; Forums 

10. Linked Sites; Third Party Widgets 

11. Privacy Shield Notice 

 

1. The Information We Collect 
Information We Collect Directly from You. We collect certain personal information that you provide 

directly to us. For example, we collect your name, email address, and a password when you register 

with us, as well as other information you choose to share such as employment information, 

demographic information, contacts from an email account address book, and profile image. If you sign 

up for a paid subscription, we collect payment information which may include credit card number. We 

will also collect information you share in communications with us through or relating to the Services; 

for example, during surveys, contests, phone calls (including call recordings), online chat discussions, 

“Contact Us” invitations and similar forms within the Services, or if you refer a friend to the Services 

(see the “Referrals” section below). 

Information We Collect From Your Employer.  

If you use the Services through an enterprise account, your employer will provide Smartsheet with 

information about you including your name and email address. Your employer may also upload your 

profile image, position details, profile or directory information, and other contact information. 

Information We Collect from Your Third-Party Accounts.  

You may be able to log into the Sites using third-party provided, single sign-on services such as 

Google OpenID, Skype, and Microsoft Single Sign-On. If these services are used to authenticate your 

identity, you will be asked to share certain personal information with us, such as your name, email 

address, and other information as indicated when you authenticate your log in; we may also request 

or allow you to share other information, such as your image, from these accounts. 
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Information We Collect Automatically.  

We automatically gather information about your use of the Services through cookies, web beacons, 

java script, log files and other technologies. For example, we may automatically collect: your domain 

name, browser type, device type and operating system; page views and links you click within the 

Services; IP address, device ID or other identifier; location information; date and time stamp, and 

time spent using the Services; referring URL; and your activity within the Services. We may combine 

this information with other information we have collected about you, including your user name, 

name, and other personal information. Please see the “Cookies and Other Tracking Technologies” 

section below for more information. 

Content.  

The Services permit users to share and manage information by creating, uploading, and attaching 

information (“Content”) to "sheets" that can be shared, stored and accessed through the Platform. 

We have no control over the information contained within Content, including any personal 

information. The term “Content” does not include usage information we collect about how users 

access, create, share and manage Content (e.g., file sizes or access logs). For more information about 

Content, please refer to the agreement that governs your use of the Services. 

2. How We Use Information 
To explain how we use information we collect from our Sites, we distinguish between Content and all 

other information gathered. 

Information We Collect.  

Without your consent, we will not use the information about you and your use of the Services that we 

collect (as described above) except: 

• To provide the Services to you. 

• To communicate with you through email and other methods about your use of the Services and in 

the provision of customer service to you; this may include responding to your inquiries, fulfilling your 

orders, or providing technical support. 

• To tailor content we send or display to you in order to offer location customization and 

personalized help and instructions, and to otherwise personalize your experience using the Services. 

• For direct marketing and promotional purposes (unless you have opted out); for example, we may 

use contact information such as your email address to send you newsletters, special offers, or 

promotions, or to otherwise contact you about Coin Assurity or third party products or information 

we think may interest you. As explained above, we do not use Content for this purpose. You may opt 

out of receiving marketing emails by following the opt-out instructions in the email or emailing 
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privacy@smartsheet.com. We may still email customer service and transaction-related 

communications, even if you have opted out of receiving customer satisfaction surveys. 

• To assist in advertising the Services on third party websites. 

• To protect the Services; for example, to investigate and enforce violations of our policies and terms 

of use or other abuses of the Services. 

• To better understand how users access and use our Services in order to improve our Services 

(which may include developing additional products and services) and for other research and 

analytical purposes. As part of this, we may collect and analyze usage details (e.g., storage size used, 

access logs, etc.) related to Content; however, we do not actually access Content for these purposes. 

• To comply with the law or legal proceedings; for example, we may disclose information in response 

to lawful requests by public authorities, including responding to national security or law enforcement 

disclosure requirements. 

Content. We will only access Content as necessary to: 

• Respond to customer support requests (including, with respect to enterprise users, company 

administrator requests). 

• Comply with the law or legal proceedings; for example, we may disclose Content in response to 

lawful requests by public authorities, including responding to national security or law enforcement 

disclosure requirements. 

• Investigate, prevent, or take action against suspected abuse, fraud, or violation of our policies and 

terms. 

Aggregated Data.  

We may use information about your use of our Services to produce reports of aggregated, de-

identified data (“Aggregated Reports”). Aggregated Reports will include data not identifiable or 

attributable to you and will only be used for Smartsheet’s internal business purposes; for example, to 

help us improve our Services, develop new offerings or uses, or for other internal research and 

analyses purposes. Information about Content may contribute to an Aggregated Report (e.g., we may 

gather data about the length of Content entered into a cell to determine whether we need to 

increase the space available to users) but we will never access Content in violation of this Policy to 

create an Aggregated Report. 

Sensitive Data. 

 We have no control over whether you include any Sensitive Data in your Content. However, we do 

not intentionally collect, and will not request, Sensitive Data from you. If a Smartsheet employee 

discovers that we have received Sensitive Data from you, it will inform a designated contact within 

our company who will assess the processing of such data. “Sensitive Data” means personal 

information that discloses your racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical 

beliefs, trade-union membership, or data concerning health. 
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3. How We Share Information 
We will not sell the information we collect about you to a third party or allow a third party to use that 

information for its marketing purposes. We may share information that we collect about you - 

including personal information – with your consent, at your request, or as follows: 

Enterprise Customers.  

Coin Assurity is a data processor with respect to Content and other user information we collect in 

providing the Services to our enterprise account customers. Accordingly, if you use the Services 

under an enterprise-level account, Content and other information associated with your account may 

be disclosed to the enterprise upon request by the enterprise or by an administrator on the 

enterprise account. Further, if the email address under which you have registered with us belongs to 

an enterprise or organization (with the exception of known ISP email providers such as Gmail), we 

may disclose your email address and account information to that organization in order to help it 

understand who in the organization is using Coin Assurity. 

Users of the Services.  

Content that you choose to share with, or make available to, other users is shared as designated by 

you, and you should consider that it may be further shared by your collaborators; we are not 

responsible for, nor does this Policy apply to, the collection, use, processing, or sharing of Content by 

other users in this manner. Also, some of the features and functionality of the Services involve 

disclosure of your account profile information to other users of the Services; for example, your name, 

email address, and profile image may be displayed when a user views all the collaborators on a 

“sheet” as well as the history details of that sheet (e.g., user, access/edit, date and time stamp). 

Resellers/AP Processors.  

If you sign up for certain products or services (such as a free trials) and you are located outside the 

U.S., we may share your information with a Smartsheet reseller so they can contact you about our 

products, services and offers. We will give you to opportunity to opt out of such sharing when you 

sign up for the applicable product or service. If you purchase access to the Services through a reseller 

(regardless of location), we may share certain information about your account and feature usage with 

the reseller (or their affiliate) in furtherance of their relationship with you. If you use a third party to 

facilitate your payment obligations, we will share certain account-usage and billing-related 

information about your account with such third party for billing and business administration 

purposes. 

Referrals.  

When you refer a friend who later signs up for the Services, we may contact you about the successful 

referral to provide you a referral credit. 
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Testimonials.  

With your consent, we may publish customer testimonials you share with us, which could contain 

personally identifiable information such as your name. If you want to remove a testimonial, please 

send your request to support@coinassurity.com. 

Service Providers.  

We may share information about you with third party vendors, consultants and other service 

providers who are working on our behalf or providing services to us. For example, we may use third 

party payment processors to assist us in taking payment for use of the Services. We obtain 

appropriate contractual and technical protections to limit these service providers’ use and disclosure 

of any information about you that we share with them. 

Required by Law.  

We release information about you if we believe we must do so to comply with the law or a subpoena, 

bankruptcy proceeding, or similar legal process. 

Protection of Rights.  

We may disclose information about you, such as your name, contact information, and billing 

information, to enforce our agreements with you or to protect the rights and safety of Smartsheet, 

our customers, our individual users and the general public, or as evidence in litigation in which we are 

involved. 

Business Transactions.  

If Smartsheet is involved in a merger, acquisition, or sale of all or a portion of its assets, your 

information may be transferred to the acquiring entity as part of the transaction, and may also be 

reviewed as part of the due diligence review for the transaction. For example, we may need to 

provide a list of all customer accounts and payment histories. 

Aggregate and Anonymized Information.  

We may share aggregate or anonymized information about users with third parties for marketing, 

advertising, research or similar purposes. For example, if we display advertisements on behalf of a 

third party, we may share aggregate, demographic information with that third party about the users 

to whom we displayed the advertisements. 

4. Our Use of Cookies and Other Tracking Technologies 
We use cookies, java script, log files, clear GIFs and other mechanisms to gather information about 

your use of the Services, which we may combine with other personal information we collect from 

you. Currently, our systems do not recognize browser “do-not-track” requests. You may, however, 

disable certain tracking (e.g., by disabling cookies or opting out of ad networks). 
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Cookies. Cookies are alphanumeric identifiers that we transfer to your computer’s hard drive through 

your web browser for record-keeping purposes. We might use cookies to uniquely identify you, to 

help us to process your transactions and requests, to track aggregate and statistical information 

about user activity, and to display advertising both on our Sites and on third-party sites. The “help” 

portion of the toolbar on most browsers will tell you how to prevent your computer from accepting 

new cookies, how to have the browser notify you when you receive a new cookie, or how to disable 

cookies altogether. If you disable cookies, be aware that some features of our Sites may not function. 

Clear GIFs. Clear GIFs (a.k.a. web beacons or pixel tags) are tiny graphics with a unique identifier, 

similar in function to cookies. In contrast to cookies, clear GIFs are embedded invisibly on web pages, 

and are not stored on your hard drive. We might use clear GIFs to track the activities of Site visitors 

and users of our applications, to help us manage content, and to compile statistics about usage. We 

and our third party service providers also might use clear GIFs in HTML e-mails to our customers, to 

help us track e-mail response rates, identify when our e-mails are viewed, and track whether our e-

mails are forwarded. 

Third-Party Analytics. We also use automated devices and applications, such as Google Analytics 

(more info here) and Optimizely (more info here) to evaluate use of our Services. We use these tools 

to gather non-personal information about users to help us improve our Services and user 

experiences. These analytics providers may use cookies and other technologies to perform their 

services, and may combine the information they collect about you on our Sites with other 

information they have collected for their own purposes. This Policy does not cover such uses of data 

by third parties. 

Behavioral Targeting and Remarketing. We use advertising platforms, including but not limited to: 

Google Ads/DoubleClick (more info here), Facebook Custom Audience (more info here), LinkedIn 

Marketing (more info here), Microsoft/Bing (more info here) and Marketo (more info here), to display 

ads as part of our advertising campaigns. As a result, our ads may be displayed to you on a search 

results page or on third party sites. Our advertising partners use cookies and other technologies to 

collect information about your activities on our Services and other sites to provide you targeted 

advertising based upon your interests. We may share your email address or other information with 

our advertising partners to assist us in reaching you with more relevant content outside of the Sites. 

Further, these third parties may collect your IP address or other device identifiers and combine the 

information they collect on our Sites with information about your visits to other sites, to create 

market segments that they will use to more effectively advertise our services and those of other 

advertisers. If you wish to not have this cross-site information used for the purpose of serving you 

targeted ads, you may opt-out of many ad networks by clicking here (or if located in the European 

Union, click here). You will continue to receive ads on the sites you visit, but the ad networks from 

which you have opted out will no longer target ads to you based upon your activities on other sites. 
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https://www.optimizely.com/opt_out/
https://www.google.com/settings/ads
https://www.facebook.com/settings/?tab=ads
https://www.linkedin.com/static?key=linkedin_ads_info
https://choice.microsoft.com/en-US/opt-out
http://legal.marketo.com/privacy/
http://www.aboutads.info/choices/
http://www.youronlinechoices.eu/


Please note, however, that these opt-out mechanisms are cookie based; so, if you delete cookies, 

block cookies or use another device, your opt-out will no longer be effective. For more information, 

go to www.aboutads.info. 

5. Updates and Access to Personal Information 
Accessing and Updating Your Account Information.  Individual users may log in and use the Account 

Administration settings or email us at support@coinassurity.com to access or update account profile 

information. Enterprise users may login log in and use the Account Administration settings or contact 

an administrator of the organization’s account to access or update account profile information. 

Smartsheet will support its enterprise customers as needed to update an individual’s account 

information. 

Content. Coin Assurity is not able to change or delete any information - personal information or 

otherwise – contained in Content (including that of another user). To request access to such 

information, you should contact the user or enterprise who owns the relevant Content. Individuals 

located in the European Economic Area (EEA) have additional rights regarding access to personal 

data, and limiting use and disclosure of such data. With our Privacy Shield certification (see below for 

more information), Smartsheet has committed to respect those rights. However, our personnel have 

limited ability to access Content that is submitted to our Services. If you wish to request access, to 

limit use, or to limit disclosure of your personal information contained in Content, please provide the 

name of the user who submitted your information to our Services. We will refer your request to that 

user, and will support them as needed in responding to your request. 

6. Closing Your Account; Data Retention 
Closing Your Account.  If you wish to close your account, you may do so by logging in and using the 

Account Administration settings or by emailing us at support@coinassurity.com. If you shared any 

Content or information through our Services with other users, such Content or information will 

continue to be accessible to such users. 

Data Retention. We will retain your account information and Content while your account is active, 

and after as otherwise necessary for our legitimate business purposes (such as record keeping, 

accounting, fraud prevention and other business administrative purposes, or where required by law). 
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7. How We Protect Your Information 
We have implemented safeguards to protect the information we collect, including Content and 

personal information. However, no company, including Smartsheet, can guarantee the absolute 

security of internet communications. If you have any questions please refer to our Security page, or 

you can contact us at support@coinassurity.com. 

8. Marketing Choices 
Customers can opt out of being contacted by us for marketing or promotional purposes by following 

the opt-out instructions located in the e-mails we send, by changing the account privacy settings, or 

by emailing us at privacy@coinassurity.com. 

If you opt out of marketing communications, Smartsheet will continue to send you transactional or 

service-related communications, such as service announcements and administrative messages. If you 

do not wish to receive these, you have the option to cancel your account by logging in and using the 

Account Administration settings or by emailing us at support@coinassurity.com. 

9. Blogs; Forums 
Our Sites may contain publicly accessible blogs and community forums. Be aware that any 

information you provide in these areas may be read, collected, and used by others who access them. 

To request removal of your information from our blog or community forum, contact us 

at support@coinassurity.com. In some cases, we may not be able to remove your information; if that 

happens, we will let you know why. 

10. Linked Sites; Third Party Widgets 
Links to Other Websites. Our Services include links to other websites with privacy practices that may 

differ from ours. Any information you submit to a website not belonging to Smartsheet is governed 

by that site’s privacy statements, not this one. We encourage you to carefully read the privacy 

statement of any website you visit. 

Plugins and Social Media Widgets.  Our Sites may include social media features and widgets 

(collectively “Widgets”), such as a "share this" button or other interactive mini-programs that run on 

our Services. Widgets can be used to provide you specific services from other companies (e.g., 

displaying the news, opinions, music, etc.). Personal information, such as your email address, may be 

collected through the Widgets. Cookies may also be set by the Widgets to enable them to function 

properly. Widgets displayed on our Sites are not hosted by Coin Assurity and are subject to the 

privacy policies of the third-party company providing the Widget, and not this Policy. 
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11. International Transfers and Coin Assurity Privacy Shield Notice 
International Transfer of Data. We are based in the United States and the information we collect is 

governed by U.S. law. The information we collect may be transferred to, used from, and stored in the 

United States or other jurisdictions in which Coin Assurity, our affiliates or service providers are 

located; these jurisdictions (including the United States) may not guarantee the same level of 

protection of personal information as the jurisdictions in which you reside. By using the Services, you 

acknowledge and agree to any such transfer of information outside of the jurisdiction in which you 

reside. 

U.S.-EU Privacy Shield and U.S-Swiss Privacy Shield Certifications. Smartsheet participates in and has 

certified its compliance with the EU-U.S. and US-Swiss Privacy Shield Frameworks and Principles 

(collectively, the “Privacy Shield Principles”). Coin Assurity will comply with the Privacy Shield 

Principles with respect to the personal information we receive in the Unites States from the 

European Economic Area and Switzerland. You can review the Privacy Shield Principles, learn more 

about Privacy Shield, and view our Privacy Shield certification at  https://www.privacyshield.gov/. 

Smartsheet’s commitments under the Privacy Shield are subject to the investigatory and 

enforcement powers of the United States Federal Trade Commission. 

Law Enforcement Requests.  In certain situations, we may be required to disclose personal data in 

response to lawful requests by public authorities, including to meet national security or law 

enforcement requirements. 

Onward Transfers. Third parties who process personal information on our behalf must agree to use 

such personal information only for the purpose for which it is provided by us and they must 

contractually agree to provide adequate protections for personal information. Smartsheet will 

continue to be liable for any onward transfers of personal information to such third parties. 

Complaints or Questions About Our Privacy Shield or Safe Harbor Certifications.  If you have any 

questions or complaints regarding our Privacy Shield or Safe Harbor Certification, you may contact 

us at privacy@coinassurity.com. We will promptly investigate and attempt to resolve any complaints, 

and will respond to you within 45 days of receiving any such complaint. If you are a user located in the 

EEA whose complaint cannot be resolved through this process, we will participate in the dispute 

resolution process administered by TRUSTe. For information about how to initiate a Privacy Shield 

claim with TRUSTe, please contact TRUSTe at https://feedback-form.truste.com/watchdog/request. 

Under certain conditions (which are described on the Privacy Shield website), you may invoke 

binding arbitration when other dispute resolution procedures have been exhausted. 
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12. Changes to this Policy 
We may update this Policy to reflect changes to our privacy practices. If you are a Smartsheet 

customer and we make any material changes that affects the way we treat information that we have 

previously collected from you, we will notify you by email (sent to the e-mail address specified in your 

account) or by means of a notice on our Platform prior to the change becoming effective. We 

encourage you to periodically review this Policy for the latest information on our privacy practices. 

13. How to Contact Us / Dispute Resolution 
Questions regarding this Policy or our privacy practices should be directed 

to privacy@coinasurity.com, or by regular mail addressed to TBD. If you have an unresolved privacy 

or data use concern that we have not addressed satisfactorily, please contact our U.S.-based third 

party dispute resolution provider (free of charge) at https://feedback-form.truste.com/watchdog/

request. 
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EONTHY 
 

Eonthy’s   ‘Science as a ServiceTM’ is a combination of Scientists who 

specialize in Agile training, Nano technology, Photonics and Python 

programming.  This unique relationship was born in 2015 when training a 

CMMI Level 5 team in Agile and Scrum to support a regional traceability 

initiative for the automotive sector. Our portfolio includes learning 

platforms for software developers, children, post doctorate faculty, nano-

technologists, advanced photonics and Master’s Level Montessori method 

certifiers.  We have a portfolio of nano-technologies, security algorithms and combine it with 

mature commercialization relationships in the education, information technology, automotive 

and defense manufacturing sectors.  We combine capital and partnerships to protect the 

global market development of patents, technologies and people. 

   

CIMAT – Mathematical Research Institute of Mexico 

PROFICIENCIES 

Rapid Prototyping and Application Development,  

Mobile, Cloud and IoT 

Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence 

Agile Project Management Office,  

Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies 

Education, Manufacturing and Finance 
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ConsultantsConsultants

Prim. Priv.-Doz. Dr. Karl Philipp 
Mrak-Caamaño, MSc

Ms. Linda Buisson 

Results Coach and Business Results Trainer 15+ 
years of corporate experience in Global Knowl-
edge Management, Talent management, gender 

diversity, training and coaching

Consultant Surgeon - General Medical Director at 
Private Hospital HANSA, Graz and Sanatorium St. 

Leonhard, Graz, Austria

Mr. Robert Carlbo Mr. Ismael López Origel 

Educative Model ExpertGlobal tennis Consultant Former USA Coach of the 
Year - The most highly qualified coach in the 

25,000 international network of Professional 
tennis Registry
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NAUKA WORLD 
Malaga, Olymp, Dubna, Dubai, Zug, Liechtenstein, Moscow, Merida, San Salvador 
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ROADMAP 

2000 
Dr Alfred Hasselbacher -  President and Founder of NAUKA envisioned the concept of a virtual 

science university.  This concept might be considered normal in 2018 but it was revolutionary, 

years ahead of its time in 2000. 

2000 - 2006   
Formulated the structure of the University, the creation of the education plan for every 

Faculty and recruited key stakeholders. 

2006 - 2016    

Create a network of more than 6,000 scientists (mostly Russian), from varied disciplines 

working on the transdisciplinary model. 

Creation of a new social - economic model of dignity and life-long learning.  

Creation of the project of “free energy” for the whole world - substantiated and supported by 

UNESCO. In its way as revolutionary and disruptive to many industries as driverless cars and 

so on.  A tremendous boon to both mankind and industry.  

This is an early Socratescoin investment project to bring to the market.  

Started and refined the process to secure funding for a virtual university when few if any 

understood the meaning of ‘virtual’, thought science was dull also there wasn’t yet the 

technology to deliver the training, creation of on-line community and much more. 

2017 

Q1 – Q2 Formulation of new business plan centered around new direct response, automated 

technologies also community platforms and processes. Together with associated expertise. 

Collation of all intellectual property. 

Q3 After selection process agreed a Preferred Status with executional and funding partner. 

Q4 The allocation and issuance of Socratescoin on the Ethereum blockchain on 11 11 2017. 

Exclusive coin allocation for the knowledge sector. Sign Agreement. 
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2018 

Q1 Research then selection of MVP for the learning platform as interim phase. 

Identify the tools and process to build a learning platform bespoke to and exclusive to NAUKA. 

Selected by Big Point Player (BPP) as their exclusive partner investor.  

BPP is a unique personal development/personal growth training methodology centered round 

people’s passions. Targeted primarily at amateur competitive sports people. NAUKA can 

uniquely scale up BPP. 

NAUKA Sports take shareholding into a community building sports app – facebook developer 

approved. Synergies with BPP go to market strategy. 

Jointly created Coin Assurity, solving one of the large problems in the crypto-currency 

marketplace. Socrates release of white paper (21 Jan), leading to pre sales (21 Jan – 10 th Feb). 

02 – 04 th Feb in Marbella, the presentation of Socratescoin as official sponsor at the Spain vs 

GB Davis Cup (tennis). 

Official ICO start 11 th Feb – 11 th April. 

Q2 April Socrates Coin global trading. 

Q3 Big Point Player launched on NAUKA designed VR platform. 

Q4 Launch of NAUKA University on the learning platform. All courses paid for by 

Socratescoin. 

2019 

Q1 Science to Industry - A dedicated venture bringing selected science through a process to 

become new technologies.  Science to Industry is a specific area within NAUKA World which 

will build an eco-system of IP, Investors/Development capital , manufacturers and end users. 
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Q2 The securement of historical sites around the world for the creation of physical NAUKA 

Universities linked with bespoke ‘resorts’, commercial developments. 

Q3 Conclude ‘partnerships’ with various blue-chip companies that are at early stages of 

discussion. 

Q4 Licence Agreements signed and revenues start for Science to Industry. Discussions 

commenced Q1 2018. 
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PARTNER INSTITUTIONS 
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PARTNERS 
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VISUALIZER

VT-INGENIEURE 
GmbH 

BROMEE 

UNESCO EONTHY

GINI.tv

Hübl-Verkehrstechnik 
GmbH

COIN ASSURITY

BIG POINT PLAYER 



FOLLOW US IN SOCIAL MEDIA 

 

 

SAPIS -   SOCRATESCOIN 42 North Mole Road GX11 1AA - Gibraltar
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